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zerodimensional or connected, dyadic spaces of weight K. 
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1. Introduction 
In 1926, Kuratowski [3] constructed a space X such that pX was rigid and 
zerodimensional. Since then, many different kinds of rigid spaces, both 
zerodimensional and connected, have been constructed. The examples of this paper 
are interesting because they are dyadic (even irreducibly dyadic) and 
zerodimensional or connected, as desired. In Boolean algebraic terms, the 
zerodimensional examples were announced in van Douwen, Monk and Rubin [l] 
as: for K > w the free Boolean algebra on K generators has 2” totally different dense 
rigid subalgebras of cardinality K. 
2. Notation and definitions 
For every collection (Xi: i E I) of spaces we let 17 abbreviate n,c, X,. The projec- 
tion II + Xi will be denoted by rr,. 
Let X be a space, and let ti be a collection of closed subsets of X. We let 2 
denote the collection ti u {{x}: x @ lJ a}. Then b is topologized as follows: 
u11 E A? is open if and only if l.~ % is open in X. 
Of course this means that b is endowed with the quotient topology corresponding 
to the equivalence relation E on X of which the equivalence classes are the elements 
of 2. We denote the topological space d by XI&. 
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If X is a space, then PX denotes its tech-stone compactification. In addition, 
X” denotes pX\X. 
A space X is dyadic if it is a continuous image of a Cantor cube. An onto map 
is called irreducible if no restriction to a proper closed subset is onto. A space X is 
irreducibly dyadic if it is a continuous image of a Cantor cube via an irreducible map. 
A space X is rigid if the identity on X is the only autohomeomorphism of X. 
We let 0 denote the closed unit interval [0, 11. 
3. Quotients and products 
Recall that one says that a space is D2 if every two points have disjoint clopen 
neighborhoods. Of course a compact space is D, iff it is zerodimensional. Therefore 
the following lemma shows that our quotients are Hausdorff or zerodimensional as 
needed. 
Lemma 3.1. Let (Xi: i E I) be a collection of spaces. Let s E I, and J = I\(s). Let f be 
any function J + II such that rTT, 0 f is injective, and for j E J dejine A, c II by 
A, = {X E 17: (Vi E I\{j))[Xi =fW,l), 
and let d = {A,: j E J}. Then for every 93 c &, 
(T) if every Xi is T,, then II/93 is T2, 
(D) ifevery Xi is D2, then II/93 is D,. 
Proof. We prove (T) for &. The proof of (T) for 6% is the same as the proof of (T) 
for ti and the proof of (T) becomes a proof of (D) if one changes “open” into 
“clopen” throughout the proof. 
Call S G II, &-saturated if (tlA E d)[A E S or A n S = 01. To prove (T) we must 
show that every two points x and y in IT with (tlA E &)[x @ A or y rZ A] have disjoint 
&-saturated open neighborhoods. So consider any two such points x and y. 
In our proof we use the following trivial observation: if B G I7 has the form 
Hi,, B, with 0 # Bi c X, for i E Z, then for each j E J we have 
4,~ B if (and only if) (ViE I\{j})[f(j),e Bi] and Bj=Xj; 
and 
A,nB=@ if (and only if) (3iEI\{j})[f(j)i& Bi]. 
Case 1: x, # y,. Let U and V be disjoint open neighborhoods of x, and y, in X,. 
Then rr: U and rrz V are disjoint &-saturated open neighborhoods of x and y. 
Case 2: x, =y,. 
Subcase A: There is j E J such that x, # y, and x, # f(j),Y. Pick disjoint open 
neighborhoods U and V of xj and y, in X,, and pick an open neighborhood W of 
x, = Y,~ in X, with f(j), .@ W. Then 
lJ’=n,TUnrrW and V’=z-TVnnTW 
are disjoint open neighborhoods of x and y in II. Since U’ and V’ are basic open 
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sets, our observation can be used to prove that they are &‘-saturated: A, n U’ = 0 
since f(j), & W, and for k E J\{ j} we have Ak C_ U’ or Ak n U’ = 0 since the basic 
open set U’ is only restricted in the s-coordinate and the j-coordinate. This shows 
U’ is &-saturated, and the same proof shows V’ is d-saturated. 
Subcase B: Not Subcase A. Since x # y but x, = y,, and since rrr 0 f is injective, 
there is only one j E I\(s) = J such that x, # y,, and x,, = y, =f(j),. Since A, does 
not contain both x and y, and since x, = y, for i E I\{j}, there is i E I\{j, s} such 
that x, = y, #f(j),. Now let U and V be disjoint open neighborhoods of Xj and yj 
in X,, and let W, be an open neighborhood of x, = yi in Xi that does not contain 
f(j),, and let W, be an open neighborhood of x,, = y, in X,5 that does not contain 
f(i), (there is such a W, since x, = y, =f( j), , since i #j and since rry of is injective). 
Clearly 
u’=%-;un7r~W,~?r~w, and V’=T;V~T~W,~QT~W, 
are disjoint open neighborhoods of x and y in II For k E Z\{i, j} we have Al, z U’ 
or Ak n U’ = 0 since the basic open set U’ is not restricted in the k-coordinate. 
Moreover, A.j n U’ = $9 since f(j), E Wi and i fj, and A, n U’ f 0 since f(i), P VV,. 
This shows U’ is &-saturated, and the same argument shows V’ is &-saturated. 0 
4. Recognizing /3X 
Lemma 4.1. If bY is a compactijication of any space Y, then bY = /3 Y if (and, trivially, 
only if) there are a space X and a map f from /IX onto bY such that Y = f ‘X and 
such that f r X” is an injection from X” onto bY\ Y. 
Proof. For any space Y and any compactification b Y of Y there is a map g : p Y + bY 
which extends rd y, and g is such that g’ Y” = bY\ Y. One proves that bY = p Y 
(i.e., that g is a homeomorphism) if one proves that g is injective, or, equivalently 
(since g maps Y* onto bY\ Y), if one shows that g 1 Y” is injective. 
Let X and f be as hypothesized in the lemma. There are a map h from /3X to 
p Y which extends f 1 X; of course h is onto since Y c h’PX. Clearly g 0 h = f since 
g 0 h(x) = f(x) for all x in the dense subspace X of /3X. Since g’ Y = Y and since 
f ‘X* = bY\ Y, it follows that h’X* = Y*. From this and the fact that h 0 g 1 X* 
equals f 1 X*, which is a bijection from X” onto bY\ Y, we see that g r Y* is 
injective. 0 
5. The construction 
Theorem 5.1. Let K 2 w,. Let 25 = (X,: j E J) be a collection of at most K dyadic spaces 
of weight at most K. There are a dyadic space K of weight K, a subset D of X and an 
injection L : D + J such that 
(a) (vx E D)[(K\{xl)* = X,,J; 
(b) WXE K\D)[IW\{xI)*I = 11; 
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and 
(c) if 2 consists of connected spaces, then K is connected ; 
(d) if 2 consists of zerodimensional spaces, then K is zerodimensional; 
(e) if 2 consists of irreducibly dyadic spaces, then K is irreducibly dyadic. 
Moreover, if IJ( = K, then D can be chosen to be dense in K. 
Proof. Let s be anything not in J, let I =Ju{s} and let X, be “2 or KO; if K is to 
be zerodimensional or connected, let X, be likewise. Let 17 denote the product 
nir, X,. Clearly W(n) = K Since 
K=W(~~)=ZW(~)S c w(&)SKXK=K. 
rtl 
Since 17 = X, x njCJ X, and since every nonempty open set in X, has cardinality 
2” 2 K it follows that we can find f: J + II such that nTT, 0f is injective and such that 
ran(f) is dense if [I( = K. Define 
and 
Aj={xEl7: (ViE I\{j})[Xi =f(j),]} (jEJ), 
Op = {Aj: j E J}. 
In Lemma 3.1 we saw that 
(1) (t/93 c ~Z)[n/.93 is Hausdorff, and even is zerodimensional if every Xi is 
zerodimensional]. In particular, K = T/& is Hausdorff (and is zerodimensional if 
every X, is zerodimensional). Of course K is connected if every Xi is. 17 is irreducibly 
dyadic if every Xi is because a product of irreducibly dyadic spaces is irreducibly 
dyadic. Since a map which is injective on a dense subset is irreducible and n\U d 
is dense in I& K is an irreducible image of l7. Thus, K will be irreducibly dyadic 
if every X, is (a composition of two irreducible maps is irreducible). This takes care 
of(c), (d) and (e). 
Let D denote ti when seen as a subset of K. Let L be the obvious function 
D + J: L(A) = j if A = A,. We will verify (a) and (b). First we note that 
(2) (Vx E n)[p(n\{x}) = n], and (VA E &)[p(l7\A) = ZI]. This is so since if we 
think of 17 as f15_ Y< with Y< = 2 or 0 if 5 < K, and Y, = njIit, X,, then for all x E 17 
(or A, E a) there is y E l7 such that ys # L(j)< for t < K (or such that ys # a< for all 
A E J& and &< K); therefore there is a x-product in 17 that does not contain x (or 
is disjoint from A). Hence (2) follows from a theorem of Glicksberg [2]. 
We use (2) and Lemma 4.1 to prove (a) and (b). That (b) holds should be clear. 
To see (a) holds consider any AE S& and let 5% = d\(A). Then n/.5%’ is Hausdorff 
because of (l), and of course A is a subset of l7/ B and, the quotient map n + n/ 6% 
is injective on A. It follows from (2) and Lemma 4.1 that p((II/S)\A) =II/%‘. 
This completes the proof of (a), since (l7/!93)\A=(17/~Z)\{A} because n/d= 
(n/%)/A. 
(To see that this last equality holds note that the underlying sets of II/a and 
(17/~)/Aareequal,andthatifq:n~17/~,p:17/~3((I;T/~)/Aandr:17-,~7/~ 
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denote the quotient maps, then as functions p 0 q and r are equal. Since any 
composition of quotient maps is again a quotient map, it follows that Z’Z/& = 
(17/3)/A.) 0 
6. All kinds of examples 
We begin with a weak version of our main result. 
Lemma 6.1. LetK>WI. 
(a) There are 2” pairwise nonhomeomorphic zerodimensional dyadic spaces qf 
weight K. 
(b) There are 2” pairwise nonhomeomorphic connected dyadic spaces of weight K. 
Proof. Let p be the number of pairwise nonhomeomorphic zerodimensional (or 
connected) dyadic spaces of weight K. The following three claims show TV = 2”. 
Claim 1. E;L > 1. 
This is trivial. 
Claim 2. p S 2”. 
This is known. Every compact space of weight at most K embeds into *O, necessarily 
as a closed set. As ~(“0) = K, “0 has at most 2” open sets. 
Claim 3. For each cardinal A, if h 5 min( K, p), then p 2 2A. 
Let (X,: [E A) be a A-sequence of pairwise nonhomeomorphic dyadic 
zerodimensional (or connected) spaces of weight K. By Theorem 5.1 there is for 
each Z c A a zerodimensional (or connected) dyadic space K(Z) such that 
Z = {‘CE A: (3x E K(O)[(K(O\Ix))” = &II, 
hence 
(VZ,.ZCA)[K(Z)=K(J) iff Z=J]. 
Therefore p 3 lCP(A)l. 
(It is true, but irrelevant, that each K(Z) also satisfies 
(VxE K(Z))[l(K(Z)\{x])*l# I*(gig z)[(K(r)\{x})*-X,ll.) 0 
Now we are ready to prove the main result. 
Theorem 6.2. Let K 3 w, . 
(a) There are 2” pairwise totally d$erent rigid zerodimensional dyadic spuces of 
weight K. 
(b) There are 2” pairwise nonhomeomorphic rigid connected dyadic spaces of 
weight K. 
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Proof. By Lemma 6.1 there is a collection (X(0: 5 E 2“) of pairwise nonhomeomor- 
phic dyadic spaces of weight K. Since 2” has a pairwise disjoint collection consisting 
of 2” subsets each of cardinality K, it follows from Theorem 5.1 that there is a 
collection YG consisting of 2” zerodimensional (or connected) dyadic spaces K such 
that 
(1) for each K E Yc the set 
D(K) = {x E K: I( K\(x))“1 f l] 
is dense in K and such that 
(2) (VK, LE %C)(VXE D(K))(Vy E D(L)) 
[K # L or x f: y*(K\{xl)* * (L\{yI)*l. 
It should be clear that Yt consists of rigid spaces. Also if Yt consists of 
zerodimensional spaces, then the spaces in YC are pairwise totally different because 
for every space X and every clopen subspace Y of X we have /?Y = clgx Y, so that 
for every compact space K and every clopen subspace L of K and for every x E L 
one has (L\(x))* = (K\(x))*. II 
Remark 6.3. The spaces constructed for the proof of(b) also are “totally different”. 
For any collection % of compact spaces satisfying (1) and (2), if you do not feel 
intuitively that distinct members of % are “totally different” then perhaps the 
following convinces you: 
(VX# YE ie) 
(V nonempty open subspaces S of X and T of Y)[S+ T]. (*) 
To prove this it suffices to show for each compact X, each open S in X and each 
x E S that (X\(x))* can be found within S as follows: For each compact neighbor- 
hood K of x in X, (K\(x))* = (X\{x})*. To prove this one shows K\{x} is 
C*-embedded in X\(x). Well, it is easy to see that in general one shows a closed 
subspace F of a space Z is C*-embedded in Z iff one shows bdz F is C*-embedded 
in Z. In the special case Z = X\(x) and F= K\(x) this is no problem since 
bd,,,,,(K\{x}) equals bd, K, which is compact. 
One can also prove (*) with “regularly closed” instead of “open”. 
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